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Abstract. Upward eld-aligned currents and their associated parallel elec-5
tric elds couple the ionosphere to the magnetosphere. It is desirable to know6
how such a potential drop is distributed along the ux tube, what controls7
its variation and how it is balanced by the plasma. By considering the mo-8
tion of the ionospheric and magnetospheric electrons and ions, under the in-9
uence of electrostatic and magnetic mirror forces, a quasi-steady state, quasi-10
neutral electric eld distribution along the magnetic ux tube can be obtained.11
A feature of the potential proles is the occurrence of a potential jump, that12
splits the prole into three distinct regions: below the jump; within the jump13
and above the jump. Within a kinetic framework, we analyse how the plasma14
velocity distributions evolve along the ux tube, taking into account iono-15
spheric, magnetospheric, mirroring and precipitating electron populations.16
By calculating the moments of the governing Vlasov equation we ascertain17
what balances the parallel electric eld (Ek) and how it is maintained, es-18
tablishing a dynamical equilibrium. Our calculations show that (1) Earth-19
ward of the jump Ek   (p?=enB)rkB associated with the ionospheric20
electrons, except for at the base of the F region where pk contributions be-21
come more signicant; (2) Within the jump magnetosphere electrons dom-22
inate and Ek   (1=en)rkpk; (3) Above the jump mirroring magneto-23
spheric electrons make a principal contribution of Ek   (1=en)rkpk,24
with a secondary contribution of  (p?   pk)rkB=(ne) becoming compa-25
rable beyond  3 RE. Additionally, we found that although the precip-26
itating electrons carry the eld-aligned current it is the mirroring popula-27
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tion that determines where Ek is concentrated, and hence where precipitat-28
ing electrons are accelerated.29
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1. Introduction
Parallel electric elds and their associated eld-aligned currents are key in coupling the30
hot, tenuous magnetosphere to the cool, dense ionosphere. They are responsible for the31
observed aurora and play a signicant role in the global circuitry network surrounding32
the earth. It remains one of the outstanding problems in magnetospheric physics to fully33
understand the origin and structure of parallel electric elds. Observations have suggested34
that elongated, U-shaped potential structures straddling the magnetic eld are responsible35
for the parallel elds. It is believed that the required parallel potential drop ( 1 kV) is36
distributed over a large length scale ( 103 km) however, observations of large-amplitude37
electric elds ( 25 to 300 mV/m) suggest that in some instances a signicant fraction38
of the total potential drop occurs over a much smaller length scale ( 10 km) close to39
the earth ( 1000 km) [Mozer and Hull , 2001; Hull et al., 2003a, b; Chaston et al., 2007;40
Ergun et al., 2000, 2001, 2002].41
A signicant challenge is understanding how the electric eld varies as a function of42
position along the magnetic eld and what controls that variation. Initial modelling of43
magnetospheric elds by Alfven and Falthammer [1963] considered a low density, kinetic44
plasma in a simple magnetic mirror eld and found that the parallel electric eld vanishes45
if the electrons and ions have the same pitch angle, otherwise charge separation results46
and an equilibrium electric eld is required to ensure the plasma is quasi-neutral along the47
magnetic ux tube [Persson, 1963, 1966]. Following similar treatments many have built48
upon these seminal works incorporating additional physics. Alfven and Falthammer [1963]49
only considered magnetospheric, delta source distributions; Knight [1973] relaxed this sim-50
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plication and included Maxwellian source distributions at both the magnetosphere and51
the ionosphere. This approach yielded a current-voltage relationship, but did not produce52
a potential prole, nor did it consider quasi-neutrality. This deciency was corrected in53
the models adopted by Whipple [1977] and Chiu and Schulz [1978]. Stern [1981] found54
that double layers, where the potential varies signicantly over a discrete length scale,55
were a necessary and unavoidable feature of the solutions. Miller and Khazanov [1993]56
produced potential proles where the source distributions could be manipulated to have57
a prescribed degree of anisotropy. Others, such as Vedin and Ronnmark [2004], have used58
uid and uid-kinetic hybrid models to yield potential distributions and current-voltage59
relations.60
Recently Bostrom [2003, 2004] studied the distribution of current-driven electrostatic61
potentials along auroral ux tubes analytically, taking into account quasi-neutrality, the62
kinetic orbital motion of the plasma under the inuence of electric and magnetic mirror63
forces. Paying careful attention to particle accessibility, Bostrom calculated a series of64
potential proles that included potential jumps (double layers), where a signicant fraction65
of the total potential drop along the ux tube occurs over a small length scale comparable66
to the Debye length. The altitude of the potential jump is sensitive to the relative density67
and temperature of the source ionospheric and magnetospheric populations. The purpose68
of this paper is to extend the work of Bostrom [2003, 2004] to investigate how the quasi-69
neutral electric potential variation is balanced and maintained by the plasma, specically70
the electrons, along the ux tube. We derive the moments of the gyrotropic Vlasov71
equation in order to ascertain what are the signicant contributions to the parallel electric72
eld. We also resolve the ambipolar nature of the ionospheric plasma.73
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 sets up the kinetic framework that we74
will use throughout this paper. It follows the treatment of Bostrom [2003, 2004], briey75
summarising the important results relevant for the subsequent work. Sections 3 and 476
build on this by deriving the moments of the gyrotropic Vlasov equation in order to77
understand how the plasma, specically the electrons, behave under the inuence of the78
electrostatic potential, the magnetic inhomogeneity and pressure eects.79
2. Upward eld-aligned current model
Field-aligned currents and their associated parallel electric elds connect the ionosphere80
to the magnetosphere. Plasma, of both ionospheric and magnetospheric origin, that con-81
tributes to the current must have sucient energy parallel to the ambient magnetic eld82
to overcome electrostatic and magnetic mirror forces. In the absence of a driving electric83
eld, the conservation of the rst adiabatic invariant solely dictates the plasma dynamics84
and determines what population of the given source distributions mirror or precipitate,85
hence determining the current (termed the thermal current). If the drawn current is86
larger, then a sympathetic potential drop is required, widening the eective source cone87
and altering the fraction of potential current carriers. It is desirable to know how such a88
potential drop is distributed along the ux tube and what controls this variation.89
By considering the motion of the ionospheric and magnetospheric plasma, under the90
inuence of a background electromagnetic eld, one can obtain a quasi-steady state electric91
eld distribution along the magnetic eld while preserving quasi-neutrality. Following92
Bostrom's approach [Bostrom, 2003, 2004], we consider a ux tube segment of the global93
circuitry network surrounding the Earth, with one end grounded in the F region of the94
ionosphere, the other in the magnetosphere. We assume: (1) a prescribed current density95
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along the ux tube (or equivalently a prescribed potential drop, M); (2) some plasma96
processes continuously replenish plasma at the ionospheric and magnetospheric ends of the97
ux tube, with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function; (3) a dynamical equilibrium98
prevails, where there are no temporal variations; (4) the particles carrying the current99
along the ux tube are sourced from the distributions that enter/exit at either end of the100
ux tube; and (5) the plasma responds to electrostatic and magnetic mirror forces.101
Within a kinetic framework, the plasma species () is described by a distribution func-102
tion f(Wk;W?; ; U()) where: Wk;? = u2k;?=2 is the non-dimensional kinetic energy103
component parallel (perpendicular) to the magnetic eld; uk;? = vk;?(kBTM=m) 1=2 is104
the corresponding non-dimensional velocity components; TM is the magnetospheric source105
temperature; U = e=(kBTM) is the normalised electrostatic potential with U = 0 at the106
ionosphere and U = UM at the magnetospheric end of the ux tube; and  = BI=B is a107
eld-aligned coordinate normalised by the magnetic ux density at the ionospheric end of108
the ux tube BI . Thus, the ionospheric end of the ux tube is at  = 1 and the magneto-109
spheric end is M = BI=BM . Note that for ionospheric species, quantities are normalised110
with respect to the ionospheric source temperature TI and are denoted with a tilde. Please111
refer to Appendix A for further details regarding corresponding dimensionalised quanti-112
ties. The magnetospheric and ionospheric source plasmas are composed of hydrogen and113
singly-ionised oxygen respectively, characterised by  = TI=TM and  = nI=nM which114
denes their relative temperature and number density. In this study we use  = 1 10 3115
and  = 3 103.116
The dynamical evolution of f in phase space is described by the Vlasov equation which117
can be conveniently solved using Liouville's theorem (i.e. the phase space density, f ,118
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is constant along a particle trajectory). Hence, given a source distribution at s and119
knowledge of how the trajectories behave under the inuence of external forces, then120
one can obtain the distribution function at an arbitrary point in space . For a plasma121
under the inuence of electrostatic and magnetic mirror forces, the particle trajectories122
are described by the following equations of motion123
Wks +W?s  Us = Wk() +W?() U() (1)
sW?s = W?() (2)
where the plus (minus) sign refers to ions (electrons), for ionospheric species add a tilde.124
The rst equation is the conservation of particle energy and the second represents con-125
servation of the rst adiabatic invariant  = 1
2
mv2?=B. Using equations (1) and (2) we126
can determine the populated regions of phase space at an arbitrary point . Particles127
originating from the source at s, will occupy the region at  dened by128
Wk  (=s   1)W?  (U   Us)
Wk  0 (3)
The boundaries of these regions will be denoted by  b and  a respectively. The particles129
satisfying the above conditions that are subsequently lost at the end of the ux tube at130
c are given by131
Wk  (=c   1)W?  (U   Uc) (4)
This boundary will be referred to as  c. These boundaries dene which particles precipi-132
tate and those which mirror. To obtain the potential distribution along the ux tube U()133
the boundaries in phase space of both ion and electron populations must be considered.134
Figure 1 shows the boundary limits for the magnetospheric and ionospheric electrons only135
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(for the full set of phase space diagrams, including ions, see Bostrom [2004]). Although136
we map the ions also, we do not present a detailed discussion of them here, as it is done137
in Bostrom [2004]. We focus our discussion on the electrons, as the remainder of the paper138
aims to provide a comparison with studies that consider electron observations. Regions139
A1 and A5 are populated by particles that are lost at the end of the ux tube; regions A2140
and A6 are populated by particles being mirrored. In reality, particles that are trapped141
between the magnetic mirror and electrostatic forces constitute an additional population142
(region A8 in gure 1) important to the potential distribution. A correct treatment of143
the trapped population is rather involved; to simplify matters here we do not include144
a trapped population in our calculations. As demonstrated in gure 10(d) of Bostrom145
[2004], when no trapped particles are incorporated the potential jump occurs at slightly146
higher altitudes and accounts for a slightly larger fraction of the total potential jump.147
With knowledge of how the distribution functions evolve with position along the ux148
tube one can easily obtain any bulk commodity at  (such as the number density or149
the uid velocity) by integrating the distribution function over the appropriate regions150
in phase space. Summing over the charge densities of the participating plasma species151
(ions and electrons) yields the total (dimensionless) charge density (; U). Maps of 152
as a function of  and U can be constructed (see Figures 8 and 9 in Bostrom [2004])153
that show two distinct regions of positive and negative charge density separated by the154
contour  = 0. To obtain the potential distribution along the ux tube, quasi-neutrality155
is invoked by nding the root U() that satises (; U) = 0. In general the resulting po-156
tential distribution is a multi-valued function of , with no acceptable continuous solution157
joining the ionosphere to the magnetosphere. This issue can be circumvented by means158
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of a potential jump (double layer). The maps of  apply within the potential jump where159
 is approximately constant and the charge density is only a function of U . The location160
of the potential jump is found by considering Poisson's equation within the double layer.161
Following Bostrom [2004] and others [Langmuir , 1929; Stern, 1981; Block , 1972] multi-162
plying Poisson's equation by dU=d and integrating once yields the necessary criteria for163
the position (j) of the jump,164
Z Uj2
Uj1
(j; U)dU =
k2
2
24 dU
d
!2
j1
 
 
dU
d
!2
j2
35  0 (5)
where k = Dd=dz (approximately constant within the double layer); D is the Debye165
length; and z is the dimensional coordinate along the ux tube. If the scale of the166
background magnetic eld variation is  RE, then k  D=RE  1. As described167
by Stern [1981] and Bostrom [2004], if Ek adjacent to the jump is much less than that168
inside, the integral inside equation (5) is zero to leading order.169
Note that Bostrom [2004] assumes no potential drop between the jump location and170
the ionospheric end (i.e. Uj1 = 0). Our calculation relaxes this simplifying assumption,171
and resolves the ambipolar structure of the ionospheric plasma.172
Given the potential variation U(), the magnetospheric and ionospheric source distribu-173
tion functions, and the electron trajectories in phase space, we can calculate the moments174
of the governing Vlasov equation and ascertain how the parallel electric eld is main-175
tained, establishing a dynamical equilibrium. An alternative way of expressing this is176
that we identify the principal routes through which the electric eld modies the electron177
motion such that a net charge density is established which satises Poisson's equation, or178
quasi-neutrality, as appropriate. For example, the main eect of the electric eld could179
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be to accelerate the current carrying electrons, or to redistribute the mirroring electrons,180
etc.181
3. Parallel electric eld
In this section we derive the moments of the Vlasov equation. Initially, we will suppress182
the non-dimensional notation to aid a physical appreciation.183
3.1. Derivation of electron uid equations
Assuming the plasma to be collisionless and the guiding centre approximation valid,184
the electrons are described by a gyrotropic distribution function f = f(l; vk; v?; t) which185
is a function of the distance along the ux tube, l; the parallel guiding centre velocity,186
vk; the perpendicular speed of the electrons, v?; and time, t. Under the inuence of a187
parallel electric eld and the magnetic mirror force, the electron dynamics are described188
by mdvk=dt =  eEk   @B=@l, where  is the rst adiabatic invariant. In the steady189
state f = f(l; vk; v?) and the gyrotropic Vlasov equation becomes190
vk
@f
@`
 
 
eEk
m
+
v2?
2B
@B
@`
!
@f
@vk
+
vkv?
2B
@B
@`
@f
@v?
= 0 (6)
where f = fM +fI , and fM and fI represent the magnetospheric and ionospheric electron191
distribution functions respectively. The average, macroscopic description of the plasma192
is found by calculating the moments of the Vlasov equation. Taking the zeroth moment193
yields the continuity equation194
@
@`

nvk

  nvk
B
@B
@`
= 0; (7)
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where vk =
R
vkfdv=n and n =
R
fdv. Noting that jk = envk, this can be rewritten to195
explicitly emphasize that jk=B is conserved along a ux tube,196
@
@`

jk
B

= 0; (8)
This expression provides a useful means of calculating vk along the ux tube. Calculating197
the rst moment, by multiplying the Vlasov equation bymvk and integrating over velocity198
space, gives the momentum equation199
 en
m
Ek =
@
@`
Z
v2kfdv +
1
2B
@B
@`
Z
v2?fdv
  1
B
@B
@`
Z
v2kfdv (9)
where use is made of equation (7). This equation can be recast in terms of the parallel200
(pk) and perpendicular (p?) electron pressure201
Ek =   1
en
 
@pk
@`
+mnvk
@vk
@`
+
p?   pk
B
@B
@`
!
(10)
where the parallel pressure is202
pk = nm
Z
v2kfdv   v2k

(11)
and the perpendicular pressure203
p? =
m
2
Z
v2?fdv (12)
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Equation (10) clearly exhibits the main components balancing the parallel electric eld:204
the rst term is the parallel pressure force; the second term is a measure of the electron205
uid acceleration; and the third term quanties the eect of the magnetic inhomogeneity:206
(p?=B)@B=@l is the magnetic mirror force and  (pk=B)@B=@l is the pressure force asso-207
ciated with the changing cross-sectional area of the ux tube { note that these two forces208
are in opposition [Comfort , 1988].209
Rewriting the problem in non-dimensional form yields210
Ek =
1
N
 
@pmagk
@y
+N uk
@uk
@y
+
pmagk   pmag?

@
@y
!
+

N
 
@pionok
@y
+
pionok   piono?

@
@y
!
= Emagk + E
iono
k (13)
where211
Ek = eREEk=(kBTM) (14)
pmagk;? = p
mag
k;? =(kBTMn0) (15)
pionok;? = p
iono
k;? =(kBTIn0) (16)
N = n=n0 (17)
fM = fM(kBTM=m)
3=2=n0 (18)
fI = fI(kBTI=m)
3=2=n0 (19)
and we have performed the change of variable to a eld-aligned coordinate y = (lm l)=RE212
which is measured from the ionospheric end, such that y = 0 is the base of the F region and213
y increases as we approach the magnetosphere. Further details regarding dimensionalised214
quantities are given in Appendix A. The magnetospheric electron contribution can be215
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decomposed into that from the precipitating and mirroring populations: pmagk = p
mag;p
k +216
pmag;mk and p
mag
? = p
mag;p
? + p
mag;m
? such that E
mag
k = E
mag;p
k + E
mag;m
k , where217
pmag;pk =
Z
A1
u2k fMdu N u2k (20)
pmag;mk =
Z
2A2
u2k fMdu (21)
pmag;p? =
Z
A1
u2? fMdu (22)
pmag;m? =
Z
2A2
u2? fMdu (23)
and
uk =
M
N
Z
source
uk fMdu (24)
The latter expression is a convenient way of calculating uk along the ux tube exploiting218
the conservation of ik (ik being the dimensionless current density jk). A similar relation219
can be used for the ionospheric electrons. In this notation the ionospheric electron pressure220
becomes221
pionok =
Z
A5+2A6
~u2k fIdu N u2k (25)
piono? =
Z
A5+2A6
~u2? fId~u (26)
Evaluating the integrals over the appropriate regions of phase space dened by equations222
(3) and (4) we can calculate the contributions to the parallel electric eld Ek.223
When a potential jump occurs it is also of interest to analyse how the parallel electric224
eld within the jump is balanced by the electrons. A full, self-consistent calculation for225
the electric eld in this region would require explicitly solving Poisson's equation, since226
we would be working on a length scale where quasi-neutrality breaks down. Here, we227
probe the plasma behaviour by prescribing a electric potential (consistent with Uj1 and228
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Uj2) within the double layer to get a glimpse of the electron behaviour. Ultimately a self-229
consistent calculation is required. Within the potential jump we choose a dimensionless230
length scale of interest  (= (lm   l)=R0, where R0 is expected to be of the order of the231
Debye length) that is suciently small such that there is no signicant spatial variation232
in the magnetic eld @=@  0, yet acceptably large that there is a spatial variation in233
the distribution function. On such a length scale any forces associated with the ambient234
magnetic inhomogeneity are negligible, therefore235
 Ek =
1
N
 
@pmagk
@
+N uk
@uk
@
!
+

N
@pionok
@
(27)
where  = R0=RE.236
4. Contributions to the parallel electric eld Ek
Given the potential variation U() there are two equivalent and complementary methods237
for calculating the parallel electric eld Ek. The simplest and most direct involves calcu-238
lating the derivative of the normalised potential variation with respect to y, Ek = @U=@y.239
In the analysis presented here, given U(): the magnetospheric and ionospheric source240
distributions, and the electron trajectories in phase space, we can calculate the moments241
of the Vlasov equation to nd Ek. In doing so, we gain the added benet of understanding242
what balances the parallel electric eld and how it is maintained. The contributions to243
Ek calculated from equation (13) is equal to Ek = @U=@y (the alternative method) and244
agrees to O(10 5) { this is an important conrmation of the calculations presented here.245
Following Bostrom's model (as described in section 2), the variation of the electric po-246
tential as a function of y along the ux tube is shown in Figures 2 and 3. For this particular247
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calculation the prescribed potential drop was UM =  10 (jkI  2:710 12nMe
q
TMe Am
 2,248
for nMe = 10
6 m 3 and kBTMe = 500eV, jkI  6:5Am 2, which corresponds to M = 5 kV)249
and the key dimensionless parameters listed in table 1 were used. The potential jump250
was found (using Equation 5) to occur at j = 13:47 (which occurs at a radial distance251
2:33RE from the Earth), where the potential changes suddenly from Uj1 =  2:31 10 3252
to Uj2 =  8:53. Figure 2 exhibits the potential variation along the entire ux tube un-253
der consideration, showing the three main regions of interest: earthward of the potential254
jump (pre-potential jump); within the potential jump; and the magnetospheric end of the255
jump (post-potential jump). Note that the potential variation in the pre-jump region and256
within the potential jump varies on a scale unresolved by the plot. Figure 3 shows the257
detail of the potential variation and the variation of the parallel electric eld within the258
three regions. Note that within the potential jump the plotted parallel electric eld is259
 Ek where  = R0=RE, and R0 is the eld-aligned scale of the jump.260
To aid in a physical appreciation of the plots we shall set nMe = 10
6 m 3, kBTMe = 500eV261
and the spatial extent of the double layer to  100 km. The pre-jump region then occurs262
over a length scale  8900 km, where the potential dierence   1:25 V and the263
peak electric eld jEpeakk j  62:7 Vm 1; within the potential jump   4:264 kV and264
jEpeakk j  320 mVm 1; and in the post-jump region   735 V and jEpeakk j  0:3 mVm 1265
over a spatial range of  48000 km. These values are in general agreement with Ergun et266
al. [2002b] and Ergun et al. [2004].267
In gure 4 we show the total space charge distribution within the potential jump, which268
integrated over U is zero, consistent with equation (5). Within the jump, a tanh potential269
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variation is used, which closely mimics a typical sheath eld, such that the electric eld270
at the edges of the double layer is zero.271
Figures 5 and 6 show the electron number density as a function of y, decomposed into272
contributions from the ionospheric (N Ie ) and magnetospheric (N
M
e ) species; the magne-273
tospheric mirroring (NM;me ) and precipitating populations (N
M;p
e ) respectively. In the274
pre-potential jump region (i.e. earthward of the jump), there is a pronounced peak in275
NMe resulting from a combination of competing eects acting on the magnetospheric elec-276
trons; Moving Earthwards Ek (the magnetic mirror force) tends to accelerate (decelerate)277
the magnetospheric electrons. Additionally, as the magnetic ux density increases, the278
cross-sectional area of the ux tube decreases. As the ionosphere is approached, the pre-279
cipitating electron population (and the empty region in phase space associated with them280
not mirroring) grows in signicance as fewer electrons are mirrored leading to a decline281
in the density. This eect is evident in the pre-jump region in gures 5 and 6.282
The eect of the magnetic mirror force is clearly exhibited in the magnetospheric pres-283
sure components in Figure 7: as the magnetospheric electrons move from the source, the284
magnetic anisotropy gradually increases and the mirror force grows increasingly promi-285
nent. Conservation of the rst adiabatic invariant transfers energy from the particles286
parallel motion to its perpendicular motion increasing pmag? , hence p
mag
? > p
mag
k .287
Similar competing eects dictate the dynamics and hence the density variation of N Ie288
(see Figure 5). Under the sole inuence of an upward electric eld, ionospheric electrons289
with a non-zero source temperature would be expected to be restricted to the ionosphere,290
and have a density variation /  exp(  ~U), where ~U = U= . However, the combined291
competing eects introduced via the magnetic inhomogeneity complicates this simple292
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dependence. The magnetic mirror force aids in allowing the electrons to reach further293
along the ux tube than would be possible without it, whereas the pressure force associated294
with the changing cross-sectional area of the ux tube, acts to constrain the electrons close295
to the ionosphere. Within the potential jump, where forces associated with the magnetic296
inhomogeneity are negligible and U varies dramatically, the ionospheric electrons are297
excluded and N Ie tends to zero. The eect of the magnetic mirror force is evident in the298
behaviour of the parallel and perpendicular ionospheric pressure terms (Figure 8): moving299
away from the ionosphere, conservation of magnetic moment converts u? to uk, causing300
the distribution to become highly collimated and having pionok > p
iono
? . The exclusion of301
these electrons from traversing the potential jump means pionok and p
iono
? are negligible302
post-jump and throughout most of the jump.303
Using the expressions derived in section 3 and the solution for U() obtained from304
Bostrom's model, we can now analyse how the electric eld is balanced and maintained305
by the electrons. Contributions from the precipitating, mirroring and ionospheric electron306
populations in the three regions of interest are shown in gure 9, which are plotted nor-307
malised to the total parallel electric eld Ek at each value of y (or ). In the pre-potential308
jump region the ionospheric population supports virtually the entire electric eld close309
to the earth due to N Ie  NMe . When N Ie becomes comparable to NMe (at    4, see310
Figure 5) the inuence of the ionospheric population diminishes and the magnetospheric311
population becomes the primary contributor to Ek. Of this species it is the mirroring pop-312
ulation (NM;me ) that balances the majority of Ek due to it's greater number density relative313
to the precipitating particles (Figure 6). This trend continues in the post-potential jump314
region: j Emag;mk j > j Emag;pk j and their respective spatial variations within and outwith the315
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potential jump region correlate with those of NM;me and N
M;p
e (Figure 6). Although the316
precipitating electrons carry the eld-aligned current it is the mirroring population that317
actually balances the majority of Ek which accelerates the precipitating electrons. This318
result underlines the importance of the mirroring electron population, as they play the319
dominant role in maintaining the quasi-neutrality of the system.320
In this system, the electron guiding centre dynamics are dictated by the electric force,321
the pressure force and the forces associated with the magnetic inhomogeneity. Figure 10322
exhibits how these forces acting on the ionospheric electrons balance the parallel electric323
eld in the pre-jump region. Close to the ionosphere, the electrons thermal energy exceeds324
its potential energy (j ~U(y < 0:05)j < 1), as a result thermal eects (the parallel pressure325
gradient) locally support Ek. As y increases and the electrons are decelerated through a326
growing electric potential (j ~U(y < 0:05)j > 1), thermal eects diminish leaving those asso-327
ciated with the magnetic inhomogeneity to dominate. Now, the parallel pressure gradient328
and the competing parallel pressure force associated with the magnetic inhomogeneity329
largely cancel each other leaving the magnetic mirror force as the main eect balancing330
the majority of Ek.331
Within the potential jump (Figure 11), the main contributor balancing Ek changes332
suddenly from the ionospheric to the magnetospheric species since N Ie falls to almost333
zero. The small length scale of the transition means the magnetospheric parallel pressure334
gradient dominates the mirror force, and balances the parallel electric eld.335
In the post-jump region, where the magnetospheric species dominates, it is their paral-336
lel pressure gradient that balances the majority of the parallel electric eld (Figure 12).337
Additionally, the electric potential energy of the electrons is less than their thermal energy338
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(U < 1), highlighting the importance of thermal eects in this region. At y  3 the mag-339
netic inhomogeneity is approximately equal in magnitude to the parallel pressure force;340
as y decreases, both increase in magnitude with the latter becoming the dominant eect.341
We note some details of the magnetic inhomogeneity term, (pmagk   pmag? )(@=@y)=(N):342
In a trapped, perfectly mirroring isotropic Maxwellian distribution, there would be no343
current and pk and p? would have the same (constant) value along the entire eld line.344
The individual contributions of pk and p? to the above term are not zero, but are equal345
and opposite such that they cancel and yield the solution Ek = 0. The current carrying346
case we present in Figure 12, seems to be a perturbation to this state, inasmuch as the347
contributions of pk and p? to the above term are a factor of O(10) greater than the sum348
of the contributions. Thus the magnetic inhomogeneity term only plays a secondary role349
in accounting for Ek in the magnetosphere.350
5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the contributions to the parallel electric eld respon-351
sible for coupling the ionosphere to the magnetosphere. Following Bostrom's kinetic352
model [Bostrom, 2003, 2004] we considered the motion of the ionospheric and magneto-353
spheric plasma under the inuence of electrostatic and magnetic mirror forces, to obtain354
how the quasi-neutral electric potential varies with position along the ux tube U().355
Invariably we nd that U() contains a jump which may correspond to a double layer356
where the electric potential suddenly jumps over a length scale comparable to the Debye357
length. The potential jump splits U() into three distinct regions: the region earthward358
of the potential jump (pre-jump); within the potential jump; and the magnetospheric side359
of the potential jump (post-jump). This is in qualitative agreement with the model of360
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parallel electric elds proposed by Mozer and Hull [2001] and the numerical simulations361
by Ergun et al. [2000]. In the later, multiple transition layers (double layers) can occur362
depending on the specic conditions invoked at the ionospheric boundary. However, our363
results dier with Ergun et al. [2002b, 2004] who reported that  10% of the total auroral364
potential is concentrated in the double layer. The dierence can be attributed to the365
relative complexity of the models involved. Ergun et al. [2002b, 2004] consider a more366
complex system incorporating a greater number of particle species including a trapped367
population, which we neglect. The inclusion of extra particle species can give rise to368
more than one jump in the potential, whilst the inclusion of a trapped population (Figure369
10(d) in Bostrom [2004]) can reduce the potential drop we nd in gure 2 by  50%, and370
lower the altitude of the jump by  20%. The remainder of the potential is then dropped371
gradually over the magnetospheric portion of the eld line. Evidently the details of the372
potential solution are sensitive to the particle species that are present.373
With the variation U(), we evaluated the moments of the governing gyrotropic Vlasov374
equation to study how the quasi-neutral electric eld Ek is balanced and maintained by375
the electrons in each of these three regions. Our results show that in the pre-jump region376
the ionospheric species supports the electric eld as a consequence of N Ie  NMe . Close377
to the ionosphere it is the parallel pressure gradient that locally balances Ek, but as378
we approach the potential jump and the electrons are decelerated by the electric eld,379
the magnetic mirror force becomes the main contributor to Ek. Within the potential380
jump itself, as N Ie falls to zero, the magnetospheric electrons become the sole species381
maintaining Ek through the parallel pressure gradient. This is consistent with Polar [Hull382
et al., 2003a, b] and FAST [Chaston et al., 2007] observations, where detailed analysis of383
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large-amplitude electric eld structures (double layers) suggest that they are balanced by384
ambipolar eects. In the post-jump region, as we approach the magnetosphere, it is the385
magnetospheric parallel pressure gradient that supports the majority of Ek. Additionally,386
we found that although the precipitating electrons carry the eld-aligned current it is387
the mirroring population that actually balances the majority of Ek which accelerates the388
precipitating population. The mirroring population, being more abundant, is crucial for389
quasi-neutrality considerations.390
Related studies by Vedin and Ronnmark [Vedin and Ronnmark , 2005, 2006, 2007] nd391
the main contribution to the parallel electric eld is from thermal eects consistent with392
Hull et al. [2003a, b] and in general agreement with our calculations within the poten-393
tial jump and in the post-jump region. In general the contribution from the magnetic394
inhomogeneity is comparatively smaller but still signicant [Vedin and Ronnmark , 2005]395
- this is echoed in our post-jump calculations, particularly as the outer magnetosphere396
is approached. Inertial eects [Ronnmark , 1999; Wright et al., 2002; Wright and Hood ,397
2003] have also been suggested as an important contributor to the electric eld. In a cold398
plasma [Wright and Hood , 2003], electron inertia must dominate Ek; for a warmer plasma,399
such as in Earth's magnetosphere, our results show that it is no longer dominant. Pre-400
viously the role of Ek and U in overcoming the mirror force experienced by precipitating401
magnetospheric electrons has been stressed. Whilst this is still an accurate statement, in402
this paper we have shown that it is the more plentiful electrons, that do not contribute403
to the current, that are responsible for the variation of U along the eld line, and hence404
determine where electron acceleration occurs.405
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Appendix A: Table of quantities
Appendix B: Calculation of pressure terms
B1. Magnetospheric electrons
For the magnetospheric electrons the relevant integrals are evaluated over the appro-406
priate areas in Figure 1. Firstly the parallel pressure,407
Z
A1+2A2
u2k fMdu =
Z
A1+A2
u2k fMdu+
Z
A2
u2k fMdu
= 1 + 2 (B1)
where408
1 =
1Z
Wk=0
1Z
W?=0
u2k fMdu 
U UMZ
Wk=0
Wk U+UM
=M 1Z
W?=0
u2k fMdu
=
eU UM
2
erfc
q
U   UM

  s
 3=2
p

D
q
s(U   UM)

+
M

s
U   UM

(B2)
where D(x) is Dawson's Integral, and409
2 =
U UDZ
Wk=0
1Z
W?=
Wk U+UM
=M 1
u2k fMdu
+
1Z
Wk=U UD
1Z
W?=
Wk U
 1
u2k fMdu
= e k
24 M   1

!s
U   UD

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+
t
2
 3=2
et(U UD)erfc
q
t(U   UD)

 s
 3=2
p

D
q
s(U   UD)
#
(B3)
where s = =(M   ), t = =( 1) and UD = (1 1=)UM=(1 1=M). The contribution410
from the precipitating electrons is given by411
pmag;pk =
Z
A1
u2k fMdu N u2k = 1   2 (B4)
and the contribution from the mirroring electrons is412
pmag;mk =
Z
2A2
u2k fMdu = 22 (B5)
Secondly, the perpendicular pressure413
Z
A1+2A2
u2? fMdu =
Z
A1+A2
u2? fMdu+
Z
A2
u2? fMdu
= 1 + 2 (B6)
where414
1 =
1Z
Wk=0
1Z
W?=0
u2? fMdu 
U UMZ
Wk=0
Wk U+UM
=M 1Z
W?=0
u2? fMdu
= eU UM erfc
q
U   UM

  M

s
U   UM

+
2p
s
0@1 + M
2
  U   UM
M
  1
1ADqs(U   UM) (B7)
and415
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2 =
U UDZ
Wk=0
1Z
W?=
Wk U+UM
=M 1
u2? fMdu
+
1Z
Wk=U UD
1Z
W?=
Wk U
 1
u2? fMdu
= e k
24 1  M

!s
U   UD

+
et(U UD)p
t
 
1  U
   1 +
1
2
!
erfc
q
t(U   UD)

+
2p
s
0@1  U   UM
M
  1 +
M
2
1A
D
q
s(U   UD)

(B8)
The contribution from the precipitating electrons is given by416
pmag;p? =
Z
A1
u2? fMdu = 1   2 (B9)
and the contribution from the mirroring electrons is417
pmag;m? =
Z
2A2
u2? fMdu = 22 (B10)
B2. Ionospheric electrons
Following the same mantra we consider the ionospheric electrons. Firstly the parallel418
pressure419
Z
A5+2A6
~u2k fId~u =
Z
2(A5+A6)
~u2k fId~u 
Z
A5
~u2k fId~u
= 21   2 (B11)
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where420
1 =
1Z
~Wk=0
~Wk U=
 1Z
~W?=0
~u2k fId~u
=
e
U

2
  e
tU

2t3=2
(B12)
Since area A5 is identical to area A1 with potentials scaled by  , 2 can be found by421
substituting U = U= , UM = UM= and UD = UD= into 1  2 (given in equations (B2)422
and (B3)) and multiplying by eUM= due to the dierence in fM and fI to give423
2

=
e
U

2
erfc
0@sU   UM

1A
  s
 3=2
p

e
UM
 D
r
s

(U   UM)

+ e
UM

M

s
U   UM

 
 
M   1

!
e
tUD

s
U   UD

  t
 3=2
2
e
tU
 erfc
0@s t

(U   UD)
1A
+ s 3=2e
tUD
 D
r
s

(U   UD)

(B13)
The perpendicular pressure is424
Z
A5+2A6
~u2? fId~u =
Z
2(A5+A6)
~u2? fId~u 
Z
A5
~u2? fId~u
= 21   2 (B14)
where425
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1 =
1Z
~Wk=0
~Wk U=
 1Z
~W?=0
~u2? fId~u
= 
0@eU + e tUp
t
 
U=
   1   1 
1
2
!1A (B15)
As in the parallel integral case, we can nd 2 simply by substituting U = U= , UM =426
UM= and UD = UD= into 1   2 (found in equations (B7) and (B8)), and multiplying427
the answer by e
UM
 to obtain428
2

= e
U
 erfc
0@sU   UM

1A
  M

e
UM

s
U   UM
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U
 (   1)   1 
1
2
!
erfc
0@s t

(U   UD)
1A (B16)
Since the ionospheric temperature is small in comparison to the magnetospheric tem-429
perature, the integrals over region A5 tend to zero and no ionospheric electrons surmount430
the potential barrier.431
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Figure 1. Regions of phase space populated by electrons, originating from the ionosphere
(right panel) and magnetosphere (left panel), at an arbitrary point  where the electrostatic
potential is U(). Particles in regions A1 and A5 travel the length of the ux tube without
mirroring, while those in regions A2 and A6 mirror. Particles in region A8 are trapped between
the magnetic mirror and electrostatic forces. Figure adapted from Figure 2 of Bostrom [2004].
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Figure 2. Plot of the electric potential variation U as a function of the eld-aligned coordinate
y, for the whole spatial length of the ux tube. The plot exhibits the three main regions of
interest: earthward of the potential jump (pre-potential jump); within the present double layer
(within the potential jump); and magnetospheric end of the jump (the post-potential jump).
Note that the potential variation in the pre-jump region and within the potential jump varies on
a scale that cannot be resolved by this plot (see gure 3 for further details).
Table 1. Key dimensionless parameters for numerical simulations. The bottom half of the
table lists the potential jump conditions obtained as part of the quasi-neutral solution calculated
from the parameters listed in the top half of the table.
Quantity Value
M 1000
UM  10
 1 10 3
 3 103
j 13:47
Uj1  2:31 10 3
Uj2  8:53
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Figure 3. Plot of the electric potential variation U in the three regions of interest: earthward
of the potential jump (pre-potential jump); within the present double layer (within the potential
jump); and magnetospheric end of the jump (the post-potential jump). The dashed (solid) curve
is the electric potential (parallel electric eld), in all subplots the left-hand axis (right-hand axis)
corresponds to the electric potential (parallel electric eld). Pre- and post-potential jump the
variation is a function of the eld-aligned coordinate y; within the potential jump the variation
is a function of a dimensionless spatial parameter . Note that within the potential jump the
plotted parallel electric eld is  Ek where  = R0=RE, R0 being the typical width of the double
layer.
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Figure 4. The total (dimensionless) charge density (all species  including ions) as a function of
potential within the potential jump from Uj1 to Uj2. The positive and negative charge distribution
within the double layer balance and
R Uj2
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Figure 5. Variation of the magnetospheric (NMe - solid curve) and ionospheric electron
number density (N Ie - dashed curve) as a function of position y along the ux tube and position
 within the potential jump. Note that in the three subplots the left-hand axis (right-hand axis)
corresponds to N Ie (N
M
e ).
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Figure 6. The magnetospheric electron number density (NMe ) decomposed into its mirroring
(NM;me -solid curve) and precipitating populations (N
M;p
e -dashed curve). N
M;m
e and N
M;p
e are
plotted as functions of y (and  within the potential jump). The plot clearly shows what
populations that make up NMe dominate in what regions.
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Figure 7. Magnetospheric parallel (pmagk - solid curve) and perpendicular (p
mag
? - dashed curve)
pressures plotted as a function of y pre- and post-potential jump and as function of  within the
potential jump.
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Figure 8. Ionospheric parallel (pionok - solid curve) and perpendicular (p
iono
? - dashed curve)
pressures plotted earthward of the potential jump, within the jump and on the magnetospheric
side of the jump.
Table 2. This table lists the important quantities used in the preceding work. It shows the
dimensional quantity (x), its non-dimensional counterpart (x^) and its characteristic value (x0)
such that x^ = x=x0.The following symbols have the meaning: TM is the magnetospheric plasma
temperature; TI is the ionospheric plasma temperature; RE is the radius of the Earth; and kB is
the Boltzmann constant.
Quantity Non-dimensional form Characteristic value Description
vk;? uk;?
q
kBTM=m magnetospheric parallel (perpendicular) guiding centre velocity
vk;? ~uk;?
q
kBTI=m ionospheric parallel (perpendicular) guiding centre velocity
(mv2k;?)=2 Wk;? kBTM magnetospheric parallel (perpendicular) kinetic energy
(mv2k;?)=2 ~Wk;? kBTI ionospheric parallel (perpendicular) kinetic energy
 U kBTM=e electric potential normalised to magnetospheric plasma temperature
 ~U kBTI=e electric potential normalised to ionospheric plasma temperature
Ek Ek kBTM=(REe) parallel electric eld
j i n0e
q
kBTM=m current density
pmagk;? p
mag
k;? (kBTMn0)
 1 parallel (perpendicular) magnetospheric pressure
pionok;? p
iono
k;? (kBTIn0)
 1 parallel (perpendicular) magnetospheric pressure
fM fM n0(kBTM=m)
 3=2 magnetospheric electron distribution function
fI fI n0(kBTI=m)
 3=2 ionospheric electron distribution function
n N n0 number density, n0 is the magnetospheric source number density
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Figure 9. Contributions to the parallel electric eld Ek from the ionospheric ( Eionok - solid),
magnetospheric mirroring ( Emag;mk - dot) and magnetospheric precipitating ( E
mag;p
k - dash) pop-
ulations. Note that these contributions are normalised to the total parallel electric eld Etotalk at
each y (or ) shown in Figure 3 (to aid in the visualisation of the data). In the pre-jump region
the ionospheric population supports the parallel electric eld. Within the potential jump when
N Ie  NMe (   4) the magnetospheric mirroring population suddenly becomes the dominant
contributor to Ek. In the post-jump region, the magnetospheric mirroring population remains
the dominant species balancing Ek.
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Figure 10. Contributions to Eionok from the moments of the the ionospheric electron distri-
bution. These correspond to: the parallel pressure gradient plus the pressure force associated
with the magnetic inhomogeneity (dash); the electron uid acceleration (dot); the magnetic
mirror force (dot-dash); and Eionok (solid). Contributions are plotted as a function of y in the
pre-potential jump region. In most of this region the magnetic mirror force is the main eect
balancing the parallel electric eld.
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Figure 11. Contributions to Ek from the moments of the moments of the electron distribu-
tion. These correspond to: the magnetospheric parallel pressure gradient (dash); the ionospheric
parallel pressure gradient (dot); the electron uid acceleration (dot-dash); and Ek (solid). Con-
tributions are plotted as a function  within the potential jump. The contributions from the
electron uid acceleration and the ionospheric parallel pressure gradient are negligibly small,
leaving the magnetospheric parallel pressure gradient to balance the parallel electric eld. As a
result the plot of Ek (solid) is indistinguishable from that of the magnetospheric parallel pressure
gradient (dash).
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Contributions to E¯
mag
‖ in the post-jump region
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Figure 12. Contributions to Emagk from the moments of the the magnetospheric electron distri-
bution. These correspond to: the parallel pressure gradient (dash); the electron uid acceleration
(dot); the magnetic inhomogeneity (dot-dash); and Emagk (solid). Contributions are plotted as
a function of y in the post-potential jump region, where the magnetospheric parallel pressure
gradient is the primary contributor to Ek.
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